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Junior levels

Educating the mind
without educating
the heart is no
education at all.
Aristotle

C

hildren, their interests and
their age-specific learning
needs are at the core of Hillside
Press Pre-junior and Junior course design.
Engaging characters and enjoyable activities
create positive learning contexts that make
each pupil’s first exposure to English creative
and fun. Our courses bolster each learner’s
social, personal and cognitive development
through games and multiple intelligences
activities.
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Junior
levels
Junior levels

Junior A — B

NEW

The
philosophy
behind
the series
6

Pre-Junior

Junior A

Junior B

One-year course

The Rusty series presents a smooth yet sturdy English
course for young learners. Rusty motivates pupils to
connect with the lesson at a comfortable learning pace.
Teachers will find a variety of materials to use to extend
their pupils and create a pleasant experience in the
classroom.

KEY FEATURES
• separate Alphabet Book which includes a workbook section
• special section in the Coursebook to promote teaching
through humour and social values
• special section in the Coursebook to promote the use of
adjectives appropriate to this level

SAMPLE PAGES

COURS

EBOOK

Junior A

ALPHABE
BOOK

T

with its own
workbook
incorporated

A separate book
let
holiday activiti with stories,
es, pl
games and craf ays,
ts.
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Student’s
Alphabet Coursebook Workbook
Book

Junior
levels
Junior levels

Junior A — B

i-ebook

The full-colour Workbook
supplements the Coursebook
providing more written practice
of the vocabulary and grammar.
There are Revision sections
after every five lessons.

Flashcards

The full-colour Grammar Book
with explanations in Greek is
specifically designed to help
young children learn the basic
English grammar structures.
It mirrors the order and the
content of the grammar in
the Coursebook.

Audio CDs

8

Grammar Companion Test
Book
Booklet

Teacher’s
Coursebook*

Workbook

Grammar Companion Audio CDs
Book

i-ebook

Test
Flashcards
Booklet

*with overprinted answers, Teacher’s guide and extra material

COMPONENTS

The full-colour Companion with explanations in
Greek can be used with the Coursebook to provide
further help with vocabulary and grammar.
Extra feature: ‘Playtime’- quick fun activities
designed for further practice

The Test Booklet supplements the Coursebook
and aims to help pupils evaluate their progress
and identify their strengths and weaknesses.

i-ebook

The interactive e-book includes
the entire Alphabet Book,
Coursebook, Workbook
and Grammar Book.
Extra features: reading texts,
songs and stories in animated
form, grammar animations and
a variety of vocabulary and
grammar games
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Junior
levels
Junior levels

Junior A — B

10

Junior A

The
philosophy
behind
the series

Junior B

A hands-on approach to
experiential learning,
Dot and Dash makes use of
a range of classroom strategies
and materials that teachers
know work well with young
learners. The straightforward
and consistent lesson structure
will be a powerful tool for all
teachers.

KEY FEATURES
• 30 theme-based Lessons
• listening, speaking and writing activities in every lesson
• stories and songs specially written for young learners
• cross-curricular sections which promote creative
awareness and social values

own
It includes itsfor
Workbook e.
more practic

ALP
H
BO ABET
OK

SAMPLE PAGES

COU
RSE
BOO
K

helps pupils na
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the challengin gate through
g seas of English
grammar in a
humorous way
!
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Student’s
Grammar Companion Test
Book
Booklet

i-ebook

Coursebook*

Workbook

Grammar Companion Audio CDs
Book

i-ebook

*with overprinted answers, Teacher’s guide and extra material

Junior levels

Junior A — B

Alphabet Coursebook Workbook
Book

Teacher’s

The full-colour Workbook
activities mirror those of
the Coursebook and provide
further written practice of
vocabulary and grammar
introduced in the Coursebook.
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The Grammar Book is specifically
designed to help young learners
whose mother tongue is Greek
learn the basic English grammar
structures. It mirrors the order
and the content of the grammar
taught in the Coursebook and
includes a variety of
level-appropriate tasks.

Flashcards

COMPONENTS

Audio CDs

The Companion supplements
the Coursebook and provides
help to pupils whose mother
tongue is Greek. It contains
words and expressions from
the Coursebook translated into
Greek, grammar presentations,
as well as extra vocabulary and
grammar tasks.

The Test Booklet aims to help
pupils evaluate their progress
and identify their strengths and
weaknesses.

The class Audio CDs
include audio of the
Coursebook reading texts,
songs, pronunciation
activities, listening
activities and the Captain
Grammar cartoons.

Flashcards

i-ebook

The Flashcards can be used to teach
the alphabet and key vocabulary, as well
as in specific lesson activities.
The interactive e-book includes the entire
Coursebook, Workbook and Grammar Book,
the reading texts and the songs of the
lessons in animated karaoke, the Captain
Grammar story in animated form and
vocabulary and grammar games.
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Junior
levels
Junior levels

Junior A — B

Pre-Junior

Junior A

The
philosophy
behind
the series
14

Junior B

One-year course

With Olly the Owl, young children learn through
play and encouragement. Games, puzzles,
brain-teasers and multiple intelligences activities
are skillfully interweaved with more traditional
teaching methods. Olly the Owl course design is
based on research done by leading linguists on
motivational strategies through play for second
language learners.

KEY FEATURES
• Workbook included in the Coursebook
• Alphabet Book incorporated into the Coursebook
• Companion in full colour

SAMPLE PAGES

COU

RSE

BO

OK

Pre-Junior

Student’s
Coursebook

Teacher’s
Coursebook* Audio CDs

i-ebook

Flashcards

*interleaved with extra photocopiable material

Interactive alp
habe
on the covet wheel
r

A creative tool
that ca
throughout the n be used
year.
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KEY FEATURES

JUN

IOR

A

Junior
levels
Junior levels

Junior A — B

• Workbook included in the Coursebook
• Alphabet Book incorporated into the Coursebook
• Companion in full colour

JUNIOR

B

Student’s
Coursebook

Grammar
Book

Companion

Test
Booklet

i-ebook

TUR
A
E
F
NOVEL

Teacher’s
Coursebook*

Grammar Companion Audio CDs
Book

*interleaved with extra photocopiable material

16

i-ebook Flashcards

Interactive alp
habe
on the covet wheel
r

A creative tool
that ca
throughout the n be used
year.

E

KEY FEATURES
• Alphabet Book with Workbook and
Companion incorporated into one book
• separate Workbook for the Coursebook
• separate full-colour Companion for the
Coursebook

One-year Course

COU

RSE

BOO

K

T
ALPHABE
BOOK

Student’s
Alphabet
Book

Coursebook Workbook Companion

Teacher’s
Test
Booklet

i-ebook

Coursebook* Workbook Companion Audio CDs

i-ebook

Flashcards

* with overprinted answers, Teacher’s guide and extra photocopiable material
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Senior levels

O

ur courses for
A1 - A2 levels are aimed
at young people living
in today’s multicultural world. They
make use of a range of strategies to help
students improve their English, promote
social values such as being responsible
and respectful of others, as well as
develop their critical thinking and
social skills.

19

Junior levels
levels
Senior

A1 — A2

20

A1

The
philosophy
behind
the series

A1+

Off the wall tells an engaging
story of unusual circumstances
in which two siblings meet and
befriend a mysterious boy and
his very unusual dog.
The siblings pass through
a wall to explore imaginary
places and bring back fresh
knowledge to enrich their
perception of the real world
and their lives in it. Students
will identify with the characters
and their experiences, as
well as with the values they
exemplify: sharing, kindness
and respect for others, which
are at the heart of the Off the
Wall experience.

A2

KEY FEATURES
•3
 0 three-page Lessons
•6
 Take a peek! sections with fun songs, games and activities
•6
 How about that! sections with multicultural

and cross-curricular themes
• guided writing tasks based on models

COU

RSE

BO

OK

SAMPLE PAGES

E
R
U
T
A
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L
E
V
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hidden

keys
in the illustrations
lead
students to the JO
TT ER for
fun free-writing ex
pression!
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Student’s
Coursebook Workbook

Grammar
Book

Study
Pack

Test
Booklet

i-ebook

Coursebook* Workbook

Grammar
Book

Study
Pack

Test
Booklet

i-ebook

*with overprinted answers, Teacher's guide and extra activities

Junior levels
levels
Senior

A1 — A2

Teacher’s

The full-colour Workbook
includes tasks that mirror
those of the Coursebook,
providing written practice of
the vocabulary and grammar
introduced in the Coursebook.
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The full-colour Grammar Book
helps students whose first
language is Greek. Each lesson
starts with a clear grammar
presentation in Greek, followed
by a variety of grammar tasks.
It also includes photocopiable
grammar tests.

Audio CDs

COMPONENTS

Audio CDs

The Study Pack supplements
the Coursebook for students
whose first language is Greek.
New words and phrases taught
in each lesson are explained
in Greek, along with example
sentences in English. Grammar
tables and presentations with
example sentences in English
and Greek are also inluded.

The Test Booklet helps teachers
to evaluate students' progress
and identify their strengths and
weaknesses.

The class Audio CDs
contain recordings
of all reading texts,
Extra Words sections,
pronunciation activities,
listening activities and
songs.

i-ebook

The interactive e-book includes the entire
Coursebook, Workbook and Grammar Book.
It features the Coursebook story in animated
form, animated grammar cartoons and videos.
It also includes extra vocabulary and grammar
tasks and games.
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Junior levels
levels
Senior

A1 — A2

24

A1

The
philosophy
behind
the series

A1+

Five children from around
the world become Teammates
to help pupils improve their
English. While pupils work
together with the Teammates,
they develop their critical
thinking skills, acquire
knowledge about different
cultures around the
world, learn to
co-operate with others
and become aware
of their own learning
process.

A2

KEY FEATURES
• 1 4 units, covering a wide variety of level-appropriate themes
• integrated reading, vocabulary, grammar, listening, speaking

and writing in each unit
•a
 grammar appendix that explains the unit grammar
clearly and concisely

CO

UR

SEB

OO

K

SAMPLE PAGES

E
R
U
T
A
FE
L
E
V
NO
sections utilise
a cross-curricular
approach to
learning English.
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Student’s
Coursebook Workbook

Grammar
Book

Study
Pack

Test
Pack

i-ebook

Coursebook* Workbook

Grammar
Book

Study
Pack

i-ebook

Audio CDs

*interleaved with extra activities

Junior levels
levels
Senior

A1 — A2

Teacher’s

Each full-colour Workbook
unit includes two pages with
vocabulary tasks, two pages
with grammar tasks and a page
with speaking and writing tasks
for students to recycle and
consolidate the language taught
in the Coursebook.

26

Each Grammar Book unit
contains a clear presentation and
detailed explanation of grammar
structures and a variety of
grammar tasks.

COMPONENTS

Audio CDs

The Study Pack includes Greek
definitions of the words taught
in the Coursebook with example
sentences in English, along with
vocabulary tasks. It also includes
all the grammar structures
covered in the Coursebook
explained in Greek.

The Test Pack contains unit
tests, review tests, term tests
and a final exam.

The class Audio CDs
contain the recordings
of the online chats,
reading texts,
listening transcripts,
pronunciation activities
and songs.

i-ebook

The interactive e-book includes the entire
Coursebook, Workbook and Grammar Book.
It features the stories in animated form,
extra reading comprehension tasks,
vocabulary and grammar games
and videos.
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B1 - B2 levels

Learning another
language is not only
learning different words
for the same thing, but
learning another way to
think about things.
Flora Lewis

H

illside Press courses
for B1 to B2 levels invite
students to aim higher and
further by embracing knowledge of our
ever-changing world, as well as achieving
success in English language examinations.
The courses apply interactive and
motivational learning methods aiming to
develop students’ language skills in
a systematic and consistent way.
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B1 - B2 levels

B1 — B2

30

Beyond
B1

The
philosophy
behind
the series

B1+

Above & Beyond integrates
the four language skills
- reading, listening, speaking
and writing - and adopts
a communicative approach.
The unit themes chosen aim
to provide learners with the
vocabulary and structures they
need at B1 through B2 levels,
all presented via interesting
and age-appropriate content.
Above & Beyond places an
emphasis on cross-curricular
learning, and promotes
activities that encourage
students to think
independently, develop
opinions and share
them.

B2

KEY FEATURES
• 1 2 theme-based units
• exam-style reading, writing, listening and speaking tasks
• t wo pages in each unit focusing on writing, with step-by-step

guidance

•a
 clear, comprehensive grammar appendix

COU

RSE

BO

OK

SAMPLE PAGES
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sections
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ssment
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Student’s
Grammar
Book
Only for B1

Study
Pack

Test
Pack

B1 - B2 levels

B1 — B2

Coursebook Workbook

Teacher’s
Coursebook* Workbook

Grammar
Book

Study
Pack

i-ebook

Audio CDs

*with overprinted answers and Teacher's guide

Only
for B1

The full-colour Workbook
contains vocabulary, grammar,
reading and writing tasks to help
students revise and consolidate
the material they have learnt in
the Coursebook. It also includes
exercises on useful language
functions.
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i-ebook

The Above & Beyond B1 Grammar
Book gives students a solid first
footing on the grammar they will
need to succeed in any English
language exam. It includes clear
grammar presentations with
examples and a variety of grammar
tasks, as well as a separate section
with the grammar presentations
translated into Greek.

Beyond
COMPONENTS

Audio CDs

The Study Pack supplements
the Coursebook providing help
to students whose first language
is Greek. It contains words from
each unit and the Language Extra
sections explained in Greek, a full
presentation in Greek of all of
the grammar structures taught,
as well as vocabulary tasks for
extra practice.

The Test Pack is an assessment
package for teachers to monitor
student progress through the
course and assess competences
in relation to English language
exams ahead.

The class Audio CDs
contain recordings
of the reading texts
and the listening
tasks in each unit.

i-ebook

The interactive e-book includes
the entire Coursebook, Workbook and
Grammar Book, extra vocabulary and
grammar tasks for each unit,
as well as videos and web pages related to
the themes dealt with in the Coursebook.
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B1 - B2 levels

B1 — B2

34

Take Off!
B1

The
philosophy
behind
the series

B1+

The awareness of our world’s
rich variety of cultures,
viewpoints and lifestyles is at
the heart of TAKE OFF! course
design, while the material is
delivered in a way that boosts
students’ critical thinking and
learner skills. The course also
encourages students to develop
their own learning strategies
and take responsibility for their
progress in order to succeed in
English language examinations
ahead.

B2

KEY FEATURES
• 1 2 theme-based units with clear and consistent structure
• l ead-in sections with pre-reading and interesting

cross-curricular activities

• t rue stories about inspiring young people or organisations

that have made their mark on society

COU

RSE

BO

OK

SAMPLE PAGES

E
R
U
T
A
FE
L
E
V
NO
FULL grammar
coverage

All levels of the TA
KE
cover the required OFF! series
fully, so there is nogrammar
an extra grammarneed for
book.
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Student’s
Coursebook Workbook

Test
Pack

i-ebook

Coursebook* Workbook

Test
Pack

i-ebook

Audio CDs

*interleaved with extra activities

B1 - B2 levels

B1 — B2

Study
Pack

Teacher’s

The Workbook contains
vocabulary tasks and four pages
of grammar activities, including
a page of exam-style tasks.
Each unit also features a themerelated reading text and reading
comprehension tasks, an extra
writing topic and practice on
language functions.

36

The Study Pack contains Greek
translations and English example
sentences for the more difficult
words from the Coursebook.
It also includes a full
presentation of the grammar
from each unit in Greek.

COMPONENTS

Audio CDs
The class Audio CDs
contain recordings
of the reading texts
and listening tasks in
each unit.

i-ebook

The Test Pack includes unit
tests, three-unit tests, term
tests and a final test, featuring
vocabulary and grammar tasks,
reading comprehension tasks
and writing topics.

The interactive e-book includes all of
the Coursebook and the Workbook, extra
reading comprehension, vocabulary and
grammar tasks for each unit, as well as videos
and web pages related to the themes dealt
with in the Coursebook.
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Exam books

Education is
the movement
from darkness
to light.

Allan Bloom

H

illside Press exam books
have been designed to
systematically develop
students’ English language skills and
to thoroughly prepare them for exams at
different levels. Our books allow students
to familiarise themselves with the content
and format of the exams and learn useful
exam techniques that build confidence
and ensure success.
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Exam Books

Exams

with i-ebook

The
philosophy
behind
the book

40

The ESB B2 Preparation & 8 Practice Tests
adopts a novel approach to improve students’
skills and maximise their performance in all
five papers of the exam. The book approaches
exam preparation through a process of
familiarising students with strategies that
reinforce comprehension of written and
spoken language.

KEY FEATURES
	step-by-step guidance including TIPS and THINK BOXES
	pair-work activities for communicative practice
	‘putting-it-all-together’ sections at the end of each
preparation module
	exam round-up and self-evaluation sections

SAMPLE PAGES

5

p reparation
modules

8

p ractice
tests

with the exact format
of the exam

extra features

 dditional
a
Speaking
questions for
all topics

f unctional
language for
all parts of
the Speaking
paper

	useful
expressions
for the Writing
paper

 grammar
a
reference

 list of
a
common
phrasal verbs
with English
definitions
and example
sentences
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Exam Books

Exams

For successful
exam preparation!

42

A stimulating skills book
designed to give students
extensive practice and all of
the help they need to
confidently approach Paper 1
(Reading and Use of English)
of the FCE for Schools exam.

An engaging skills book
designed to fully support
and motivate students
preparing for Papers 2, 3
and 4 of the FCE for Schools
exam. It enhances students’
speaking, listening and
writing skills and helps
them to approach the exam
with confidence.

The perfect preparation tool
for students taking the
FCE for Schools exam.
Eleven meticulously written
practice tests that allow
students to prepare for
every part of the exam.

 ith 20 themed units and
W
easy-to-follow tips and
guidance!

 ith 24 themed units and
W
step-by-step help for
each part of the speaking,
listening and writing
papers!

Includes a fully guided
practice test with
detailed tips and advice!

An invaluable resource
designed to prepare
students for success
in the Michigan ECCE
(level B2) exam.

For a complete and
successful preparation for
PTE GENERAL, Level 3 (B2)
exam.

A helpful resource providing
students with everything
they need to succeed in
the PTE GENERAL,
Level 2 (B1) exam.

10 complete practice exams!

1 5 vocabulary themes
with exam skills and
6 complete practice
tests!

1 5 vocabulary themes
and 8 complete practice
tests!
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Exam Books

Exams

For successful
exam preparation!
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Designed to give students
in-depth knowledge of the
grammar structures and lexical
items tested at C2 level.

Designed for students preparing
to take the Michigan Examination
for the Certificate of Proficiency
in English (ECPE).

 0 units, each with a clear,
2
comprehensive grammar
presentation and
a variety of lexical items!

Includes a fully guided
practice test with detailed
tips and advice!

The essential book for students
preparing to take the Cambridge
English Proficiency (CPE)
examination.

The book that prepares students
for success in the PTE General,
Level 5 (C2) exam.

I ncludes a fully guided practice
test with detailed tips and
advice!

1 4 vocabulary themes and
8 complete practice tests!
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SRS

encourages engagement from each and
every student in a class
promotes students’ active participation
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